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ABSTRACT
Biometric recognition systems have been established as a powerful security
tool to prevent unknown users from entering high-risk systems and areas.
They are increasingly being utilized in surveillance and access management
(city centers, banks, etc.) by using individuals’ physical or biological characteristics. The present study reports on the use of lip motion as a stand-alone
biometric modality as well as a modality integrated with audio speech for
identity and digit recognition.
First, we estimate motion vectors from a sequence of lip-movement images. The motion is modelled as the distribution of apparent line velocities
in the movement of brightness patterns in an image. Then, we construct
compact lip-motion features from the regional statistics of the local velocities. These can be used alone or merged with audio features to recognize
individuals or speech (digits). Furthermore, we present results when digit
recognition is used in a text prompted recognition system to verify the liveness of the user. This is useful to reduce audio-based replay attacks on the
recognition system.
In this work, we utilized two classifiers for identification and verification
of identity as well as with digit recognition. Although the study is focused on
processing lip movements in a video sequence, significant speech processing is
a prerequisite given that the contribution of video analysis to speech analysis
is studied in conjunction with recognition of humans and what they say
(digits). Such integration is necessary to understand multimodal biometric
systems to the benefit of recognition performance and robustness against
noise. We present results using the XM2VTS database representing the video
and audio data of 295 people.
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